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The flesh made word
From hair to heart to hands, from breasts to blood to brain, these essays deliver personality along with tidbits of information
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T

he body: We can’t live without it. It is as wondrous as it
is terrifying, as ridiculous as it is
sacred, as familiar as it is everchanging. Our relationship with
our bodies could not be more
intimate, and yet most of its everyday, ordinary functions
remain deeply mysterious to us.
We feel in control of our bodies,
until suddenly we don’t.
In their anthology, In the Flesh,
Kathy Page and Lynne Van Luven
gather together personal meditations on the body. “We had desperately wanted to create an
enormous, encyclopedic book
that encompassed even the toenail and the appendix,” write the
editors, who took their original
inspiration from Klaus Theweleit’s observation in his book
Male Fantasies: “Historians have
never been interested in what has
really happened to human bodies
– what bodies have felt.”
What do bodies feel? Though
we are made in common, each of
our bodies constituted of match-

Personal meditations on the
beautiful, bloody, beleagured
parts that make up the human
body are best when the elements
are fleshed out.
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N

ear the beginning of Daughters Who Walk This Path, narrator Morayo is picking wild
mangoes with her fellow schoolgirls as they coyly watch the boys
on the nearby soccer field. She is
12, soon to feel love and confused
about “how to put [her] new
emotions into words.”
This period of innocence is
fleeting in Yejide Kilanko’s debut
novel. The Nigerian-born writer,
who now resides in Ontario, uses
this coming-of-age story to
explore the code of silence that
often exists around sex crimes
and violence toward women.
Morayo lives in Ibadan, Nigeria.
When we meet her, in the early
1980s, she is a young girl shadowed by her adoring younger
sister, an albino named Eniayo.
Her family is well off and she is
mostly protected from realities of
life in modern-day Nigeria,
though Kilanko weaves telling
details throughout.
There are constant threats to
woman, often from officials in
charge. A teenage Morayo and
her aunt try to flee a bus stop at
the sight of a military truck. “Like
everyone else in the city, I had
heard the stories of missing girls
and women … task force officers
who went about under the pretext of ridding the streets of prostitutes abducted young girls in
broad daylight. There were whis-

pers of gang rapes at the barracks
and mutilated bodies found in
nearby bushes like unwanted
trash.”
But it is not this danger that
shatters Morayo’s innocence. “No
one told us that evil is found
much closer to home, and that
those who want to harm us can
have the most soothing and familiar of voices.”
When Morayo is 12, her cousin
Brother Tayo (Bros T) comes to
live at her house because his widowed mother feels he needs the
influence of a man like Morayo’s
father. Morayo starts to feel uneasy with her cousin's hugs and
physical attention. “It was starting to feel like a game whose
rules I did not know.”
One night, Morayo wakes to
find Bros T on top of her, and a
period of abuse begins. A cunning predator, Bros T knows to
hold the threat of similar treatment against Eniayo over Morayo’s head if she tells anyone.
Though his crimes are discovered
and Bros T is sent back home,
Morayo is haunted by her experiences and feels abandoned by
her parents’ refusal to acknowledge what happened.
As Morayo descends into a suicidal depression, she bonds with
her cousin, Aunty Morenike, who
because of her own scarring
“experience with men” is able to
talk about these “shameful
secrets.” Morenike becomes a
lifeline as Morayo carries her
emotional trauma through her
adolescence, university years,
marriage and eventual encounter
with Bros T.
Daughters Who Walk This Path is
a compelling read that deftly captures the complexities of its sensitive subject matter. If the
author can be faulted, it is perhaps in being overly ambitious in
the scope, which at times feels
rushed in its need to accommodate details, such as banter in
class at college or the marriage
rituals of a minor character.
Ultimately, Daughters Who Walk
This Path is an unflinching representation of the attitudes that
existed – and in some places still
do exist – toward victims of sexual assault. Kilanko’s true accomplishment is to give readers
access to the women’s pain and,
sometimes, their redemption.
................................................................

Athena McKenzie is an editor at
Zoomer Magazine.

ing parts, it is a question infinitely complicated by the uniqueness
of individual experience. In the
end, Page and Van Luven settle
on 20 essays by 20 diverse writers, each addressing a different
body part.
From hair to heart to hands,
from breasts to blood to brain,
the essays deliver personality
along with tidbits of information.
“The average human head holds
120,000 strands of hair,” writes
Caroline Adderson, but she
knows that the real emotion is
contained in the particularities of
her own experiences: “A heartshaped chocolate box, paisleypatterned in hot pink. Very

1970s.” The reader cannot wait to
lift the lid: “Three long, coppery
brown hanks, each secured by an
ordinary elastic. … Even now,
decades later, the smell of Clairol
Herbal Essence is heady.”
These essays are at their best
when the body part is fleshed out
in story. Memorable images linger. Dede Crane writes about her
feet bloodied in pointe shoes. Stephen Gauer stares at an image on
a computer screen: “My kidneys
looked beautiful.” In Susan Olding’s essay on blood, her alcoholic, dying father asks her to open
the curtain around his hospital
bed: “How tempting to read this
as a metaphor – to see it as a sign

that he had finally found a way to
loosen his tourniquet of shame.”
Olding makes creative use of
the many blood images that inhabit our vocabulary, but not
every essayist is so skilled. Tedious to read, though compelling
to reflect on, are the lists that
crop up in many of these essays –
of words related to the body part
under scrutiny. It seems as if our
language is composed of the
body itself, though not all parts
command respect. Words related
to the penis and the breasts are
mainly euphemisms for the parts
themselves, while other parts are
so woven into our language we
don’t even notice. Can you give
me a hand with this? Don’t get
your back up. No, really, I don’t
mind.
The most brilliant essay in the
book skillfully combines facts,
narrative and the language of the
body. Lorna Crozier’s poetical
meditation on the brain contains
images that shock and wordplay
that delights, and finishes with a
story you won’t forget. Its depth
and imagination reveal the weaknesses in a few of the other offerings, those that feel more
purpose-written than necessary.
Nevertheless, the book’s overall
effect is powerful, occasionally
laugh-out-loud funny, and, more
often than not, deeply moving.
We humans are vain, we decorate
our bodies and we strive to alter
them with diet and exercise and
cosmetics. There’s poignancy in
this effort. Our bodies, after all,
are not made to last. This is the
simple fact of life, the pact we
enter into quite unwittingly at
birth. There is no life without
death.
Despite this – or perhaps
because of it – the pleasure we
take from our bodies, and in
them, can feel utterly transcendent. Effortless as breathing. Try
capturing that in a history book.
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Carrie Snyder’s second book, The
Juliet Stories, was published in
March. As a runner and a mother,
she is all too aware of her body’s
limitations. She lives in Waterloo,
Ont., and blogs as Obscure CanLit
Mama.
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Spoiled
for success
Leah McLaren
examines
Annalena
McAfee’s new
novel The
Spoiler, and
discusses why
the decline of
journalism is a
great thing for
fiction.
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